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Chapter 1

" INTRODUCTION

Background Information

The connection or the joining of components is an integral part

of engineering structural design. This is especially true of the

aerospace industry, where many thousands of structural components must

be joined to form a single aircraft. Any decrease in the overall

structural weight of an aircraft results in a corresponding increase

in its allowable payload, thereby making the aircraft more cost

efficient. This economic incentive has been a major factor behind the

increased usage of lightweight metallic and composite materials in

'structural aircraft components in recent years. For the (high strength/

low weight) "advanced" composite materials, conventional fasteners such

as rivets are inefficient, as they sever the strong reinforcing fibers.

In the case where metallic components are to be fastened, riveting

causes high stress concentrations around the rivet holes, reducing the

fatigue resistance of the particular components. An additional draw-

back of riveting is that rivets are sometimes made of steel and there-

fore may add significantly to the total weight of the structure. One

way to avoid the use of rivets and their attendant problems is the

use of adhesive bonding to fasten structural components.

The desire to minimize weight as well as the economy and ef-

ficiency of construction in a variety of industries has created the

recent interest in high strength structural adhesives. Structural



componentsare often subjected to extreme variations in temperatureand

humidity,as well as stress. Obviously, any relativelynew procedure

such as adhesive bondingmust first go through an exhaustive testing

and analysis program before actual implementationis allowed. One of

the largest in depth research efforts conducted to better understand

adhesive bondingwas the "PrimaryAdhesively Bonded StructuresTech-

nology" (PABST)program [I-6] conducted by McDonnell Douglas for the

USAF Flight Dynamics Laboratory. The PABST program spanned a period

of five years (1975-1980)and has been describedas, "one of the most

successfultechnologydevelopmentprograms ever undertaken"[3].

Someof the advantagesof adhesive bonding over riveting (sum-

marized from references[I-23]) are as follows:

* Force distributionover a comparativelylarge area resulting

in relativelylow stresses

* Reduction in total weight of the structure

* Possibilityof eliminatinghigh stress concentrationsat rivet

holes

* Favorablevibrationdamping

* Joint resistanceto corrosion (with proper surfar_ preparation)

* Reduced initial and maintenancecosts

Although the future of adhesive bonding looks quite promising,

there are a few problems associatedwith the analysis and design of

bonded joints which must be solved before adhesive bondingcan be

utilized to its fullest capabilities. The most importantof these

problems is the continued use of the single-lapbonded test coupon as
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the basic standard for determiningthe thin film shear properties of

adhesivelybonded joints. The single-laptest forms the basis of most

military adhesive specificationsas well as being a current ASTM

standard (ASTM D I002). The results obtained via this standard test

have been shown to vary with the thicknessof the adhesive layer as

well as with the type of adherend material used. An additional

peculiarityof the single-laptest is that, "even though it is

describedas a shear test, the failure load is rarely if ever influenced

by the shear strength of good structuraladhesives" [4]. Clearly, a

better standard test specimen is needed if thin film adhesive shear

properties are to be determined accurately.

In recentyears there has been an increasingtrend toward using

the thick-adherendshort-overlaptest coupon [20] as the basis for

determiningaccurate thin film shear stress-strainadhesive response.

With the developmentof the KGR-I extensometer[20] by R. B. Krieger at

American Cyanamid,accurate shear strain measurement for the thick-

adherend test specimen is now possible. Although the thick-adherend

short-overlaptest is generallyconsideredto be superior to the

single-lap test for determiningthin film adhesive shear properties

[24], it is not an officialASTM standardat the present time.

An additionalspecimen geometry presentlyunder investigationis

the cracked-lap-shear(CLS) specimen [18,1g]. The CLS specimen was

developed by Lockheed to simulateMode I/Mode II ratios typicalof

bonded aircraft structures [19]. The CLS test specimen is currently

being subjected to round robin examinationby severalASTM committees.

At this point it appears as though the CLS specimen may turn out to be



a very useful test geometry for determining accurate in situ adhesive

properties.

In general, most adhesives are polymers and recently epoxy based

materials have become very popular [25-28]. The nature of polymers is

such that they have viscoelastic or time dependent moduli and strength

properties which are greatly influenced by environmental conditions,

especially temperature and humidity. The time dependent nature of the

adhesive causes the bonded joint to be time dependent as well. The

time dependent response of adhesively bonded joints raises questions

regarding their long term reliability under creep or other more compli-

cated loading. A delayed failure (creep rupture) long after the

initial design and fabrication process is possible. Thus, a method is

needed by which long term (a few years) bonded joint response can be

predicted from short term (a few days at most) testing.

Review of Literature

The eccentricity of the applied loads as well as the bending due

to the nature of the joint, both serve to complicate the stress analysis

of the single-lap test specimen. The first and probably most often

quoted paper on the stress analysis of the single-lap joint was pre-

sented by Goland and Reissner [34] in 1944. Their solutions, based on

the bending of cylindrical plates, are applicable to only two limiting

cases: (I) when the adhesive flexibility can be neglected, and (2)

when the adhesive is relatively flexible. The solutions are based on

the principle of minimum potential energy and are restricted to linear

isotropic materials and identical adherends. Thermal effects were



neglected in the solutions.

The stress analysis of bonded joints has received a great deal of

attention since the early work of Goland and Reissner. Many researchers

have attempted to predict the stresses in bonded joints using closed

form analyticalsolutions. However, the resultingequations that must

be solved are extremelycomplicatedthus requiring that simplifyingas-

sumptionsbe made as in the Goland and Reissner solutions. Recently,

the finite element method has been used extensivelyin the analysis of

bonded joints [18,19,35-37]. The nonlinearityof the adhesive has been

taken into account [18,19]as well as thermaleffects [35]. The time

dependentbehavior of a linear viscoelasticadhesive has also been

modeled via the finite elementmethod [36,37].

The common denominatorbetween all of the bonded joint analyses

performed to date, whether closed form or finite element, is that they

all requireboth Young'smodulus and the shear modulus for the adhesive

layer in order to calculatethe stress distribution. Young'smodulus

is usuallyobtained from a tensile test of the bulk adhesive,while the

shear modulus is determined via a single-lapshear test. As men-

tioned previously,due to inherent problemswith the single-lap

specimen,the shear modulus may be more accurate if obtained from a

thick-adherendshort-overlapshear specimen.

Efforts have been made to determinewhether the mechanical

propertiesof an adhesive in a joint can be related to the properties

of the bulk adhesive [38-41]. Even though great care is taken to cure

the adhesive identicallyfor both situations,the thin film adhesive

shear properties in general, cannot be related to the bulk tensile



properties. Although this is the case, a commonpractice in the past

has been to use the bulk mechanical properties of adhesives for the

analysis and design of bonded joints [9].

Accurate predictions of time dependent bonded joint response have

been made based on the time dependent bulk tensile adhesive properties

of a linear viscoelastic adhesive [36,37]. However, the accuracy of

these predictions is a direct consequence of the linear conditions of

small stresses and strains. Under conditions of large deformations, as

when failure is approached, this technique would not yield satisfactory

results. In the large strain situation both the bulk and the thin film

material properties would be required for analysis.

Objective of Overall Research Proqram

The present investigation represents the first phase of a multi-

year Virginia Tech-NASA Langley collaborative research program on "The

Viscoelastic Characterization and Lifetime Predictions of Structural

Adhesives." The overall objective of this research effort is the

development of an accelerated characterization procedure which would

allow the prediction of failures in adhesively bonded joints long after

the initial design and fabrication process, based on short term testing.

The purpose of this first phase was to study the uniaxial tensile

viscoelastic behavior of two commonly used structural adhesives,

FM-73* and FM-300*, both in bulk form. A nonlinear viscoelastic

characterization procedure was to be applied to the uniaxial tensile

*Manufactured by the American Cyanamid Company.
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creep and creep recovery data for both materials. Initially,a procedure

due to Schapery [29-32]was to be attempted in which he assumed a

creep power law. However, as will be shown subsequently,the power law

parameters could not be determined for each of our particularcases

as he originally suggested.

The Schapery procedurehas been utilized in the past at VPI for

adhesive characterization. Cartner [25] successfullyemployed the

method to characterizeanother epoxy structuraladhesive,Metlbond

II13-2, in bulk form, under uniaxial tensile loading.

Recent research by Peretz and Weitsman [33] has verified the

ability of the Schapery method to characterizethe uniaxial tensile

creep and creep recovery response of FM-73, in bulk form, at 30°C

(86°F).

The goal of the current research effort was to learn how to pre-

dict the long term uniaxial tensilecreep and creep recovery response

at any arbitrarytemperatureand stress level from short term data

through the use of a nonlinearviscoelasticmathematicalmodel such as

that of Schapery [29-32]or others.

The long term goal would be of course to utilize the time

dependent uniaxial tensile bulk adhesive properties (determinedin the

present investigation)to predict time dependent bonded joint response

under linear conditions. This could be done using a proceduresimilar

to that employed in references[36,37].

A logical extensionwould be to use a nonlinearviscoelastic

method to characterizebonded joint response. To the author's knowledge,

a nonlinearviscoelasticcharacterizationprocedurehas not previously
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been utilized for the characterizationof adhesivelybonded joints.

Upon such satisfactorycharacterizationof a bonded joint the analysis

could be combined with a time dependentfailure model such as

developedby Zhurkov [42] or Crochet [43] in order to predict long term

failures. Such a procedurewould give a methodologywith which the

time dependent response of adhesively bonded joints could be determined

from the instantof initial loading until failure occurs, thus

accomplishingthe overall project goal.



Chapter 2

APPROACHESFOR VISCOELASTICMODELING

Linear Viscoelasticity

The constitutiveequation for linear elasticmaterials is given

by,

_ij : Sijkl°kl (I)

where Sijkl are the compliances. For linear viscoelasticmaterials un-

der creep loading,

cij(t) : Sijkl(t)o_l (2)

where O_l is the time independentstress level and Sijkl are the

creep compliances.

For more general loading states, one may express the strain

response as,

_ij(t) = Sijkl(t)o_lH(t) + Sijkl(t - tl)O_l H(t - tI) + ... (3)

which may be generalizedby the followingConvolutionintegral:

t

_iJ(t) = I__ Sijkl(t - T) d_kl(T)d_d_ (4)

When the material is unaffected by events prior to t = O, the lower

limit of the integral may be changed to zero.

For uniaxial loading and no prior stress history, the stress-

strain constitutiveequation may be written as,

,t

€(t) = i D(t - T) _ dT (5).0 dz
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where _(t) is the time varying strain output for an arbitrary time vary-

ing stress input, o(t), and D(t) is the creep compliance. Alternative-

ly, equation (5) may be written as,

€(t) : Ooo(t ) + &D(t - _) d_(T--_)dT (6)
O dT

where the creep compliance has been separated into initial and transient

components such that,

D(t) = Do + &O(t) (7)

The Convolution integral of equation (4), as well as the analogous

equations (5) and (6), are all forms of the Duhamel or Boltzmann

superpositionintegral. ........

Time TemperatureSuperpositionPrinciple (TTSP) ........"_

The aim of any acceleratedcharacterizationscheme is that one

can in some way use short term experimentaldata to predict long term

material response. The Time TemperatureSuperpositionPrinciple (TTSP)

initiallyproposed by Leaderman [44] has been widely used for the

acceleratedcharacterizationof polymers. The basic premise of the

TTSP is that compliance curves at different temperaturesare of the

same basic shape, but only shifted in time. The implicationof the

TTSP is that compliance data at several different temperaturesmay be

shifted horizontallyin log time (verticalshifting may also be re-

quired) to produce a smooth "mastercurve" approximatingthe compliance

over several decades of time. Although it has been successfully

employed below the glass transitiontemperature,Tg, the TTSP is
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rigorouslyjustifiableonlyabovethe Tg. It shouldbe notedthat even

thoughit is not a requirementof the theory,the TTSP is usually

- associatedwith linearviscoelasticity[45]. For a detaileddiscussion

of the TTSP and of the varioustechniquesutilizedto determinethe

amountof horizontaland verticalshiftingrequiredto producea smooth

"mastercurve"the readeris directedto thework of Griffith[45].

The recentresearchof Kenner,Knauss,and Chai [46]employedthe

TTSP for the acceleratedcharacterizationof FM-73. Bulkshearcreep

compliancecurvesfor severaltemperatures(aboveand belowthe Tg)

were shiftedbothverticallyand horizontallyto forma "mastercurve"

at 20.5°C,extendingover sixteendecadesof log time_ The applied

torsionalstresseswere sufficientlysmallthat linearviscoelastic

behaviorwas assumed.

Time Stress SuperpositionPrinciple (TSSP)

Analogous to the TTSP is the Time Stress SuperpositionPrinciple

(TSSP)which may be given by the basic equation,

D(o,T) = Do(u) + b AD(_) (8)

where bo is the vertical shift factor, _ is the reduced time given

by _ = t and aa is the horizontalshift factor due to the stresslevel.
a_

The implicationof the TSSP is that isothermalcompliance data at

various stresses (for nonlinearlyviscoelasticmaterials)may be

shifted both horizontallyand verticallyto form a "mastercurve" pre-

dicting long term compliancebased on short term testing.
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Time TemperatureStress SuperpositionPrinciple ITTSSP)

The similaritiesbetween the TTSP and the TSSP are apparent. In

the TTSP, temperature is the acceleratingparameterwhereas in the TSSP

stress is the acceleratingparameter. It would seem logical that an

acceleratedcharacterizationtechniquewhich would simultaneously

employ both stress and temperatureas acceleratingparameterswould be

possible. Indeed,elements of the TTSP and the TSSP have been utilized

to form the Time TemperatureStress SuperpositionPrinciple (TTSSP).

Again the reader is directed to the work of Griffith [45], which dis-

cussed the determinationof the appropriatehorizontaland vertical

shift functionsfor the TTSSP.

The applicationof the TTSP as well as the TSSP and the TTSSP is

graphical in nature requiringa large data base and therebycreating

a tedious and time consumingapproach.

Analytical Nonlinear ViscoelasticApproaches

Severaltechniques have been developedto account for nonlinear

viscoelaticbehavior [29-32,47-60]. The theories of Green and Rivlin

[47], Green, Rivlin, and Spencer [48], and Green and Naghdi [49], are

all triple integral representationswhich are very difficultto solve.

Also difficultto solve are the coupled first order nonlineardif-

ferentialequationsof Walker [50], and Krempl [51-56]. Two relatively

simple nonlineartheories are those of Schapery [29-32], and Findley

[57-60]. Although essentiallyan empirical curve fitting procedure,

the Findleytechnique is simple to utilize and has been successfully

employed for long term creep predictions.
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Because elements of both the Schapery and Findleymethods will

be used subsequentlyto analyze data, these two approacheswill be

briefly reviewed here.

SchaperyMethod

The first nonlinear viscoelasticcharacterizationprocedureem-

ployed in the current work was developed by R. A. Schapery [29,30] in

the late 1960's. The derivationof the theory is too lengthy and de-

tailed to discuss here, but is reviewed and discussed in detail by

Hiel [61].

Schapery's nonlinearviscoelasticstress-strainequation for one

dimensional loadingmay be written as [30],

_(t) : goDoo(t) + gl AD(, - ,') [g2o(T)]dT (9)
o

where DO and AD(¢) are the initial and transient componentsof the

linear viscoelasticcreep compliance. The reduced time parameters,

, = ,(t) : dt___'a
0 a

(lO)

_ dt'*'= = 7
0

, The quanti-are a function of the stress dependent shift function a .

ties, go' gl and g2' are stress dependent propertiesthat representthe

nonlinear nature of a material and must be determinedexperimentally.

When go = gl = ao = l, equation (9) reduces to the Modified Superposi-

tion Principle (MSP) proposed by Leaderman [44]. When all stress
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dependent properties,go' gl' g2 and a , are taken to be equal to one,

equation (9) reduces to the Boltzmann superpositionintegralof equa-

tion (6). Though not specificallystated by Schapery, his approach

representedby equation (9) is a mathematicalstatement of the Time

Stress SuperpositionPrinciple (TSSP),which was discussed previously.

All of the material properties in equation (9) can be evaluated

from the data obtained from a creep and creep recovery test [32]. In

this test, a specimen is subjectedto a constant stress,_o' which is

maintained until time tl, then removed (Figurel). The stress input

for a uniaxial creep and creep recovery test is given by,

_(t) : ooH(t) - ooH(t - tl) (ll)

where oo is the time independentinput stress level, and H(t) is the

Heaviside step function defined as,

H(t) = O, when t < 0
(12)

H(t) = l, when t > 0

Substitutionof equation(ll)intoequation(9)can be shownto

yield,

_c(t) = [goDo + glg2AD(t)] _o (13)

and

tl
_r(t) = [g2AD(_--+t - tl) - g2AD(t - tl)] _o (14)

o

for the creep and creep recovery strain, respectively.

If it is assumed that the compliancefollows a power law in time,

as do many polymers,the transientportion may be written as,

AD(_) = C_n (15)



o CREEP RECOVERY

_ F- o

(31

t 1 t 1

TIME, t TIME, t

Figure I. Typical stress-strain response for creep and creep recovery test.
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If equation (15) is substitutedinto equations (13) and (14), the

expressionsfor creep and creep recovery strain become,

Cc(t) goDooo + C_oglg2(t)n: (16)
(_

and

A_I _ )n
_r(t) - gl [(I + a X - (a _)n] (17)

where,C and n are materialpropertieswhichare invariantwith stress,

t - tl

- tl (18)

is a nondimensionaltime,and

aCl = _(tl) - _o (19)

In Equation (19), acI representsthe transient componentof the creep

strain just prior to the removal of the stress at t = tI.

Schapery's approachwas derived from the theory of irreversible

thermodynamics. As a result, each of the stress dependentproperties

in equation (9) has a thermodynamicorigin. Schapery [30] has shown

that changes in, go' gl' and g2' reflect dependenceof the Gibbs free

energy on the applied stress,while changes in a arise due to a

similar stress dependenceof both entropy productionand free energy.

The greatest advantageof the Schapery approach over the nonlinear

theories mentioned previously (excludingFindley) is the relative sim-

plicity of the calculations. This is a result of the simple, single .

integral form of equation (9). An additional attributeof the method

is that, once the nonlinear parametersare determinedfrom tensile

creep and creep recovery using equations (16) and (17), they can be
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utilized in the more general equation (9) to model a wide variety of

loading and unloadingsituations.

FindleyMethod

A nonlinear viscoelasticcharacterizationmethod studied exten-

sively by Findley [57-60]was also incorporatedinto the current

analysis. The basic concept behind the Findley analysis is that for

any given creep load, the specimen strain is given by,

€(t) : Eo + m tn (20)

where Co, m, and n are material properties. Further, the assumptions

are made that

n = constant, independentof stress level

I

€o = co sinh _Io€ (21)

m = m' sinh o/_m (22)

' o€, m' and Om are material constants for any given tempera-where co,

ture, moisture level, etc. The nonlinear effect of stress is accounted

for by the hyperbolicsine terms.

It has been shown by Schapery,that his expression for creep

strain given by equation (16) is equivalentto the Findleycreep ex-

pression of equation (20) if

sinh o/_E

go - o/o€ (23)

and

glg2 sinh o/om
- (24)

a_ °I_m
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Determinationof the Schapery Parameters

If a viscoelasticmaterial is to be characterizedby equations

(16) and (17), seven material parametersmust be evaluated (n, C, DO'

go' gl' g2' and ao). Schapery suggesteda graphical procedureto

determine these seven parameters [32]. A brief descriptionof his

procedure follows.

First, the exponent,n, is determined from linear creep recovery

data. Taking the logarithmof equation (17) gives,

log _r : log _r - log gl - log [(I + a X)n - (a_)n] (25)

Where log _r is defined as the shifted recovery strain. When gl = a =

1 (linear range), a family of double-logarithmic curves of [(I + X)n

- Xn] versus X can be plotted for several values of n (usually

0 < n < 0.5). Experimentally known values of log €r can be plotted

against X in the linear range and the shape of the resulting curve can

be matched to one of the aforementioned family of curves, thereby

determining n. Next, log €r for each stress level in the nonlinear

range can be put on the same graph with the linear data. Since n is

independent of stress level, all the curves of log _r for each stress

level can be shifted to form a single continuous creep recovery "master

curve." The necessary horizontal shifting for each stress level is

log a while the required vertical shifting for each stress level

Ac1
represents log

gl
Let equation (16) be represented by,

_c(t) : co + C't n (26)
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where €o = goDoo° is the initial strain and the creep coefficient,C',

is given by,

- C_oglg2
C' - (27)

(ao)n

The quantities €o and C' can be obtained for each stress level by

solving equation (26) at any two times, ta and tb.

At this point the transient creep strain, acl, can be determined

for each stress level as,

= C'(tl)n (28)acl

• ac1

As the quantity gliS known, gl may now be easily determined.

For linear data equation (27) reduces to, C' = C_o, thus the

parameterC may be evaluated. The parameterg2 can be determined for

all nonlinear stress levels from equation (27).

The remaining parameter,go' is evaluated for each stress level

as,

: CO

go o_ (29)

The above graphicalprocedure is tedious, time consuming,and

quite subjective. For this reason, a least squares computer based

procedure has been developed at VPI by Hiel [61] and Bertolotti [62].

The method uses a subroutine labeled "ZXSSQ"developed by IMSL, Inc.

for an IBM/SINGLEcomputer. The details of this program are discussed

in the followingchapter.



Chapter 3

APPROACHESTO DETERMININGMATERIALPARAMETERS

Computer Modified Schapery Method

Recall that the expressions for uniaxial tensile creep and creep

recovery strain were given by,

_c (t) : goDo_o + C_oglg2(t) n (30)
0

and

_r(t ) A€l )n x)n] (31)- gl [(I + a _ - (a°

In order to find the seven material parameters in equations (30) and

(31) Schapery [32] suggested that creep and creep recovery tests in

both the linear and nonlinear range of the material were required. A

typical testing program should consist of at least one test in the

linear range and several tests in the nonlinear range. The above

series of tests would be performed under isothermal (constant tempera-

ture) conditions. It should be emphasized that in this procedure the

power exponent is determined from creep recovery data. The reason for

this is that transient strains are only present in recovery data and

these, of course, correspond to the second term in equation (30).

The computer based method of determining the unknown parameters

of equations (30) and (31) developed by Heil and Bertolotti [62] in-

corporates a very powerful subroutine labeled "ZXSSQ" developed by

IMSL, Incorporated. This subroutine uses a finite difference Levenberg-

Marquardt algorithm to find the minimum sum of squares of the dif-

ference between a number of eRperimental data points and a user defined

2O
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function. Convergenceis satisfiedand execution is terminated if on

two successiveiterations,the parameterestimates agree, component by

component, to three digits.

This subroutineallows the user to define a curve that is to

model the data. The unknown parameters are evaluated in such a way

as to minimize the error between each experimentaldata point and the

defined curve. A more detailed discussionof this subroutine is given

later in this chapter.

The computer program was set up to analyze one set of creep and

creep recovery data for each run. The first computer run is made

using the linear creep and creep recovery data. In the linear range,

by virtue of the fact that gl = ao = l, the creep recovery equation

(31) reduces to,

Cr(t ) : aCl[(l + _)n _ xn] (32)

Subroutine "ZXSSQ" is then used to determine the best fit for A_I and n.

: = 1 in equation (30) we getLetting go gl : g2 : ao ' '

= Do_° + Coo(t) n (33)Cc(t)

where n is now known. Equation (33) can be written as,

Cc(t ) = co + C't n (34)

Letting subroutine "ZXSSQ" operate on equation (34), yields best fit

values for co and C', where

co = Do_° (35)

and

C' = Coo (36)
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Thus from analysis of the linear data the three parameters,Do, C and

n are now known. These three parametersare assumed to be invariant

with stress, and thus will remain constants throughoutthe nonlinear

analysis to follow.

The computer program is now executed with the first set of non-

linear creep and creep recovery data. Subroutine "ZXSSQ"operates on

equation (31)with n as a known quantity and determinesthe quantities

A_I
--and a Subroutine "ZXSSQ"then operates on equation (34) with ngl o"

as a known quantity and determines the best fit for €o and C', where

co = goDooo (37)

and

COoglg2
C' - (38)

(a) n
Realizingthat,

AcI = C'(tl)n (39)

gl can be easily determinedby,

: [ 1 )] • C'(tl )n (40)gl (ACl/g 1

From equation (38), g2 can be determined as,

C'(a) n
g2 - (41)

CoogI
.

The last parameter go can be determined from equation (37),

_ CO

go D _ (42)
o O
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. The computer program i°sthen reexecutedfor each set of nonlinear

creep and creep recovery data.

Illustrationof Subroutine "ZXSSQ"

The recovery equation (32)will be used as an example to illustrate

the numericalprocess involved in evaluating the unknowns a_l and n.

Subroutine "ZXSSQ" requires that the right hand side of equation (32)

be written as,

X(l)*((I.+XLAB(I)**X(2)-XLAB(1)**X(2)) (43)

Let,

F(1)=REC(1)-X(1)*((I.+XLAB(1)**X(2)-XLAB(1)**X(2)) (44)

where,

X(1) and X(2) -- parameters to be evaluated (X(1) replaces

a_l and X(2) replaces n)

REC(1) -- array containing the experimentalcreep recovery

strains

XLAB(1) -- array containing the reduced time values

F(1) -- array containing the error between the experi-

mental creep recovery strains and the recovery

equation (43)

A DO LOOP around equation (44) evaluatesthe values of the array,

F(I). Each of these values is squaredand all elements are summed.

Thus for every value of X(1) and X(2) there is an associated value of

the sum of squres error, zR2. If a series of values of X(1) and X(2)

and their associated error, sR2, are plotted on a 3-D graph, an error

surface is formed (Figure2).
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_ The unknown parametersX0) and X(2) must be given initial values

by the user. Subroutine "ZXSSQ"begins searchingfor the best fit

values of X(1) and X(2) by examining the initial guesses. The sub-

routine calculates the value of the normal to the gradient for the

initial values of X(1) and X(2), and finds the directionof steepest

descent. New values of X(1) and X(2) are found in the direction of the

steepest descent line, and the normal to the gradient is calculated

again. This process continues until the parameterestimatesof two

successive iterationsagree to three digits. The procedurejust

described is illustratedin Figure 2.

ComputerModified Findley Approach

As will be discussed in a later chapter, the computer method

described above did not always result in stable values for n and C.

As a result, a Findley based approach to the determinationof these

parameterswhich uses only creep data was utilized. The computer

program to so determinen and C was developedby Yen [63] using the

same subroutine,"ZXSSQ." This modified approach is in fact equivalent

to that employed by Peretz and Weitsman [33] and determines the three

parameters,C, n and DO, from linear creep data as discussed below.

Recall that the creepstrain can be written as,

_c(t) = _o + c'tn (45)

Letting subroutine "ZXSSQ" perform a three parameter fit on equation

(45), will yield the best fit values of _o' C' and n, where

_o = Do°o (46)
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and

C' = Coo (47)

Thus from analysis of the linear creep data only, the three parameters,

Do , C and n can be determined. These parameters then remain invariant

throughout the nonlinear analysis.

The nonlinear analysis remains as was previously detailed.
A_1

Specifically, the quantities --_-and aa are determined from a two

parameter fit of equation (31) and the quantities €° and C' are fit

from equation (34). The three nonlinear parameters, go' gl and g2 are

then determined from equations (42), (40) and (41), respectively.

The inconsistencies between the two procedures and the results

obtained will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.



Chapter 4

EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURES

Cure Cycle and Specimen Preparation

The two adhesives investigatedin this study were FM-73 and

FM-300. Both adhesivesare produced by the American Cyanamid Company

of Havre de Grace, Maryland. Both FM-73 and FM-300 are manufactured

and distributedin the form of a thin film supportedby a polyester

carrier. These thin films (plies)of adhesive material were formed

into bulk adhesive panels at NASA-LangleyResearch Center. The cure

cycles employed by NASA-Langleyare given in Table I.

The final bulk adhesive panels were approximately12 x 12 x 0.05

inches. Dog bone specimenswhose dimensionsare given in Figure 3,

were machined from each panel.

Equipment

All tests were performedon an ATS (AppliedTest Systems) Model

2330 lever arm creep test machine with automaticdraw head and

releveler. Loading or unloadingrequired approximatelylO seconds.

Since this time was less than I% of the total test time, the experiment

was consideredto be a good approximationof instantaneous(step)

loading.

The creep machine was equippedwith an ATS series 2912 oven and

a series 230 temperaturecontroller. This control unit maintained an

oven temperaturewithin ±2°F (±l°C) of the desired temperature.

27
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Table I. Adhesive Cure Cycles

FM-73

7 plies -- I0 mils per ply

full vacuum

Temperature Time

150°F (65.5°C)

200OF (93.3oc) 1 hour at each
temperature

250°F (121 .l°C)

Viton Dam& Plus -- Nylon Sheet each side

Sealant on base to retain resin (adhesive)

FM-300

6 plies -- 16 mils per ply

full vacuum

Temperature Time

250° F (121 .l°C)

300OF (148.9oc) 1 hour at each
tempera tu re

350°F (176.7°C)

Viton Dam& Plus - Nylon Sheet on each side



5in.
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Figure 3. Tensile dogbone specimen.
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Temperature was monitored by thehnocouples and a Doric 412A Trendicator

digital thermometer.

The more desirable procedure of using back to back gages was not

utilized due to the small thickness (and the corresponding cross

sectional area) of the test specimens. It was felt that the back to

back gage arrangement would produce a significant stiffening of the

specimen. The small specimen thickness also tends to minimize the in-

duced bending effects caused by eccentricities in loading. It is this

induced bending which usually necessitates the use of the back to back

gage arrangement. Caplan [64] conducted tests on polycarbonate using

the back to back gage arrangement. He found the difference between the

two strain gage readings to be negligible. It was thus determined that

back to back gages were both unnecessary and undesirable in the present

situation. For all tests, strain was measured using a single strain

gage. These gages were Micro-Measurements EP-O8-125BB-120, 120 ohm

gages with pre-attached lead wires. Gages with pre-attached lead wires

were used to eliminate soldering directly on the specimen surface.

Surface preparation was performed according to recommended Micro-

Measurements procedures. Gages were bonded with M-Bond 600 adhesive

and cured according to the manufacturer's specifications. An un-

strained specimen with a "dummy" (compensating) gage was used in a half-

bridge arrangement to compensate for strain due to fluctuations in

temperature. A voltage of 2V was used to minimize induced strains

due to gage heating effects in the 120 ohm gages. A 2120 Vishay System

was used to condition the strain gage output. The conditioned strain

data was read from an MTS 408.31 digital voltmeter.
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o The specimenswere pin loaded using serrated metal grips bolted

around the specimen ends.

Moisture Content

Moisture content is known to have a significanteffect on the

strength and stiffnessof polymers. Absorption of moisture is known to

have an effect similar to increasingthe temperature[65]. It has been

shown [32] that even a small change in humidity can affect specimen

response appreciably. Therefore,moisture content could be a major

factor in creep studies. However, for the purposes of the present

study, it seemed reasonableto characterizethe bulk adhesives in the

as-receivedcondition. Therefore all specimenswere stored and tested

under normal laboratoryconditions.

Mechanical Conditioning

It became apparent very early in the study that repeatable creep

and creep recovery curves could not be obtained from a specimen which

had not been "conditioned." It was also observed that a specimenwhich

had not been conditionedwould not return to a state of zero strain

after the load was removed. The reason for this permanent strain

(damage)was assumed to be the occurrenceof crack and damage growth

during the loading phase [32,33]. It was felt that if the specimen

was repeatedlyloaded and unloaded (mechanicallyconditioned),a

constant damage state would be reached and repeatable results could

then be obtained [32,33]. This was found to be the case.

Following a procedure similarto Peretz and Weitsman [33], the

gaged dog bone specimenswere _echanicallyconditionedby subjecting
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them to several loading and unloadingcycles at approximately80% of

their ultimate strength. A particular creep load was applied to a

specimen and maintained for approximately20 seconds and then removed.

This process was repeated about ten times or until satisfactorystress-

strain reproducibilitywas attained. It should be noted that even

though a specimen may have been conditionedpreviously,if the specimen

was to be used at a higher temperaturethan that at which it was

conditioned,the conditioningprocess was repeated. This was done

because polymericmaterials often "heal" themselvesupon unloading and

the healing process is acceleratedby an increase in temperature.

Testin9 Program

A series of creep and creep recovery tests were performed at

varioustemperaturesand stress levels. The test temperaturesselected

were, room temperature,40°C (104°F),55°C (131°F),70°C (158°F),

85°C (185°F),and lO0°C (212°F). Similar to Peretz and Weitsman [33],

the lowest stress level used at each temperaturewas assumed to be in

the linear range of the material, even though FM-73 and FM-300 are

linear only for exceedingly small stresses and strains, if they are

linear at all. The assumption of linearitywas necessary because of

the difficulty of obtaining accurate strain values associatedwith

small stress levels.

Although a multitudeof creep and creep recovery tests have been

performedto date, and the results have been reported and discussed

by many authors, there is no consensusat the present time as to the

ideal length of a creep and creep recovery experiment. Lou and
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Schapery[32] useda test programconsistingof one hour of creepand

two hoursof recovery. Peretzand Weitsman[33],with the aid of a

data acquisitionsystemwere able to performthe nonlinearviscoelastic

characterizationof FM-73by collectingonly 15 minutesof creepdata

and 5 minutesof recoverydata. Baseduponcreeptestsperformedby

Caplan[64]on polycarbonate,it was decidedthat a test programcon-

sistingof 30 minutesof creepand 60 minutesof creeprecoverywould

be sufficientfor the presentstudy.

Inasmuchas the purposeof the presenteffortwas to determine

the feasibilityof usinga nonlinearviscoelasticcharacterization

procedurefor FM-73and FM-300and not to determinestatisticallyvalid

properties,the testingprogramneededto determinethe nonlinear

parametersdescribedin the precedingchapterswas conductedon a

singlespecimen. However,the two shorttermexperimentsperformed

to predictthe creepand creeprecoveryresponseof FM-300underan

arbitrarytemperatureand stresssituationwere performedwith a "fresh"

specimen,as were the two longterm creepexperiments.



Chapter 5

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

FM-73 Adhesive Characterization

The modified epoxy adhesive, FM-73, exhibited viscoelastic creep

and creep recovery phenomena at all temperature levels. Isochronous

stress-strain results for 30°C (86°F) are shown in Figure 4. The

lowest stress level employed, 493 psi (3.45 MPa), was assumed to be

the upper limit of linear viscoelastic material response. The reason

for this assumption of linearity was explained in the preceding chapter.

Since this initial stress level is less than 10% of the ultimate stress

of the material the assumption seems justifiable.

The Schapery parameters necessary to characterize the visco-

elastic response of FM-73 at 30°C (86°F) were obtained via the computer

approach described in Chapter 3. The stress invariant parameters, n,

C, and Do, were determined to be, 0.151, 0.219, and 1.569, respec-

tively. The stress dependent material parameters, go' gl' g2' and a ,

are plotted in Figures 5-7. With the seven Schapery parameters known,

the complete creep and creep recovery response of FM-73 at 30°C (86°F)

can be described by equations (16) and (17) respectively.

The vertical shift parameter, (ACl/gl), is plotted as a function

of stress in Figure 8. Use of this parameter greatly facilitates the

application of equation (17) to describe the recovery response. As

mentioned previously, the creep response given by equation (16) can be

stated in a simpler fashion by equation (26). The instantaneous creep

34
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strain, co , and the creep coefficient, C', both plotted as a function

of stress level, are given in Figures 9 and I0, respectively.

A comparison of _xperimental creep data and the corresponding

Schapery fit of the data for several stress levels at 30°C (86°F) is

given in Figure II. A similar comparison for recovery data is given in

Figure 12. Inspection of Figure 12 shows that the Schapery fit yields

strain values lower than the experimental values as the length of

recovery time increases. This trend in the Schapery recovery curve

fit was apparent throughout the current research.

A master creep recovery curve for FM-73 at 30°C (86°F) is given in

Figure 13. This "master curve" is included here to illustrate the ac-

curacy with which the computer based procedure determines the hori-

zontal and vertical shift factors, ao and (A_i/gl). In the past, when

the Schapery procedure was performed graphically, the shift factors, a0

and (AEI/gl), were defined as the amount of horizontal and vertical

shifting, respectively, necessary to form a smooth master curve from

the log-log plot of recovery strain vs. x for the various stress levels.

The master curve of Figure 13 was generated in the reverse manner. The

computer determined values for a_ and (acl/gl) were used to shift the

recovery strain vs. x curves for the various stress levels. Inspection

of Figure 13 reveals that this shifting did result in a smooth creep

recovery master curve, thus illustrating the accuracy of the computer

based technique.

It was attempted at this point to perform the same characteriza-

tion procedure as described above, for FM-73 at 40°C (I04°F). A

complete set of creep and creeprecovery data was collected at this
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several stress levels at T = 30°C (86°F).
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temperature. The data was anaTyzed and the seven material parameters

were evaluated. Plots of these parameters obtained at this temperature

exhibitedlarge amounts of scatter, so much scatter in fact that

fitting a curve to the resultswas not possible. Upon further investi-

gation it was discoveredthat the creep and creep recovery strain

values for any particular stress level at this temperaturecould not be

reproducedwith the desired accuracy.

There are many possible reasons that could accountfor the

scattermentioned above. These might be enumerated as;

• Fluctuationsin temperaturefrom test to test or during a test

• Absorptionor evaporationof moisture between tests or during

a test

• Experimentalerror

• Data reductionerror

In fact, the scattermight be attributableto a combinationof all of

these items. For example, it is well known that moisture may lower

the Tg by a substantialamount. If such were the case, test tempera-

tures of 50 or 60°C could be in or near the transition region of the

material where the modulus varies by a large amount, giving rise to

errors in measurement. Also, as a test progresses,the specimen is

continuallydrying out, thereby essentiallyraisinq the transition

point and inducing further error. In addition, the Schaperymethod

requires high accuracy in measuring transient response. Thus, the

problems might be attributableto the accuracy involved in obtaining

recovery strains and the data reductionrelated thereto.
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Modified Schapery Approach for FM-300 Adhesive Characterization

The modified epoxy adhesive,FM-300,was found to exhibit visco-

elastic creep and creep recovery phenomenaat all temperaturelevels.

Isochronousstress-strainresults for FM-300 at 26°C (79°F) are given

in Figure 14. For reasons presented previously,the lowest stress

level employed, 452 psi (3.17 MPa), was assumed to be the upper limit

of linear response for each of the six temperaturesconsidered.

Note that according to both the Schapery and Findleymethods the

instantaneousvalue of the creep strain, co , is a curve fitting

parameterwhich may be evaluated by our computer program and is not an

experimentaldata point. Figure 15 shows the variation of the

"theoretical"transientcreep strain, a_l, with temperature,where acl

is defined as the creep strain at 30 minutes {_30) minus the initial

creep strain (_o), as determined by the computer program. Inspection

of Figure 15 will verify that _o is a curve fittingparameteronly,

inasmuch as the resultsfor AcI do not follow observed experimental

trends such as that of Figure 16. Figure 16 shows the variationof

the "approximateexperimental"transientcreep strain, A_, with

temperature,where a_ is defined as the creep strain at 30 minutes

(_30) minus the creep strain at 15 seconds (_0.25). Figure 16 indicates

an increase in transientcreep strain with an increase in temperature

for a given stress level. This result is in agreementwith well known

behavior of viscoelasticmaterials.

It was mentioned in Chapter 3 that the original computerized

Schapery procedure in which the power law exponent,n, is determined

from linear recoverydata was found to give inconsistentresults.
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The two stress invariantparameters,n and C, so determined,are plotted

as a functionof temperaturein Figures 17 and 18, respectively. The

fluctuationof the parameterswas so severe that passing a curve

through these resultswas not attempted. Since the goal of the current

study was to be able to predict the Schapery parameters for a given

temperatureand stress level, it is obvious that this degree of

fluctuationin the resultswas intolerable.

Further investigationrevealed even greater inconsistencies. It

was discoveredthat the n-value increasedas the length of recovery

data increasedfor a given length of creep. It was also determined

that the n-value increasedas the length of creep increasedfor a

given length of recovery. In short, the power law exponent, n, is a

function of both the length of creep and the length of recovery data

analyzed. This fact is quite distressing,for it impliesthat no

unique value of the power law exponent,n, exists. This observation

could be in fact consistentwith the Schapery analysis wherein the

reducedtime parameters _ and @' might be functionsof time.

The author wishes to emphasize that the discussionof the diffi-

culties with the power law used in the computerizedversion of the

"conventional"Schapery procedure is relevantonly for the FM-300

material system considered herein, and is in no way a statementof the

accuracy of the numericalalgorithm itself. The computerized"con-

ventional"Schapery method has been used successfullyby Hiel [61]

for the characterizationof a 934 "neat epoxy resin" used in making

composite laminates. He also characterizedthe viscoelasticproperties

of a unidirectionalT300/934 gr@phite/epoxylaminate in the same study.
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Figure 17. Power law exponent, n vs. temperature, as deter-
mined via the :'conventional" Schapery procedure,

= 452 psi (3.17 MPa).
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Figure 18. Stress invariantparameter,C vs. temperature_as
determinedvia the "conventional"Schapery
procedure,o = 452 psi (3.17 MPa).
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Modified Findley Approach forFM-300 Characterization

In order to stabilize the variation of the n-value with tempera-

ture, the "modified" Findley computer approach given in Chapter 3 was

employed. That is, the power law exponent was determined from creep

rather than recovery data. The variation of the parameters, n, C, and

co , with temperature, as determined by this approach, are shown in

Figures 19-21, respectively. The variation of the n-value with tempera-

ture of Figure 19 is obviously more acceptable than that of Figure 17.

From this point on, Figure 19 is to be used for determining the n-value

for a given temperature.

All of the remaining parameters necessary to evaluate the creep

and creep recovery response of FM-300 within the temperature range

between room temperature and 100°C (212°F) are plotted in Figures 22-45.

The instantaneous creep strain, Co, is plotted as a function of stress

for each of the six temperature levels considered in Figures 22-27.

Recall that co is a curve fitting parameter only and has no experi-

mental verification. The creep coefficient, C', plotted as a function

of stress for the six temperature levels, is shown in Figures 28-33.

Variation of the vertical shift factor, ACl/gl, is shown in Figures

34-39, while the behavior of the horizontal shift factor, a , is

detailed in Figures 40-45.

The nonlinear parameters, go' gl' and g2' are shown plotted as a

function of stress for various temperatures in Figures 46-57. These

figures are included for inspection purposes only, as they are not

utilized in any of the numerical calculations in the next section.
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Figure 19. Power law exponent, n vs. temperature, as determined
via the "modified" Schapery procedure, _ = 452 psi
(3.17 l'IPa).
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Figure 20. Stress invariantparameter,C vs. temperature,as
determinedvia the "modified"Schapery procedure,
= 452 psi (3.17 rIPa).
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Figure 21. Instantaneous creep strain, co vs. temperature,
o = 452 psi (3.17 MPa).
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Figure 22. Instantaneouscreep strain, _o vs. stress, T = 26°C
(79°F).
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Figure 23. Instantaneous creep strain, _ vs. stress, T = 40°C
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Figure 24. Instantaneous creep strain, _o vs. stress, T = 55°C
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Figure 26. Instantaneouscreep strain, E° vs. stress, T = 85°C
(185°F).
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Figure 27. Instantaneous creep strain, _ vs. stress, T = IO0°C
(212OF). o
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Figure 28. Creep coefficient, C' vs. stress, T = 26°C (79°F).
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Figure 29. Creep coefficient, C' vs. stress, T = 40°C (I04°F).
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Figure 30. Creep coefficient,C' vs. stress, T = 55°C (131°F).
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Figure 31. Creep coefficient,C' vs. stress,T = 70°C (158°F).
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Figure 32. Creep coefficient, C' vs. stress, T = 85°C (185°F).
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Figure 33. Creep coefficient,C' vs. stress,T = lO0°C (212°F).
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Figure 35. Vertical shift function, AEI/g I VS. stress,
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Figure 36. Vertical shift function, AEI/g I VS. stress, T = 55°C(131°F).
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Figure 39. Vertical shift function,A_i/gI vs. stress,
T = 100°C (212°F).
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Figure 40. Horizontal shift function,a vs. stress,
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Figure 46. Nonlinear parameter, go vs. stress, T = 26°C
(79°F).
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Figure 47. Nonlinear parameter, go vs, stress, T = 40°C
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Figure 48. Nonlinear parameter, go vs. stress, T = 55°C
(131°F).
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Figure 49. Nonlinear parameter, go vs. stress,
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Figure 50. Nonlinear parameter, go vs. stress,
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Figure 52. Nonlinear parameters, gl and g2 vs. stress, T = 26°C(79°F).
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Figure 55. Nonlinear parameters, gl and g2 vs. stress,
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Creep and Creep Recovery Response of FM-300 Under an Arbitrary

Temperature and Stress Situation

Before investigating the creep and creep recovery response of

FM-300 under arbitrary conditions, it seems appropriate to pause for an

inspection of Figures 58 and 59. Figure 58 shows experimental creep

strain data at room temperature for several stress levels along with

the associated fit of the data. Figure 59 shows experimental creep

recovery strain data at room temperature for the same stress levels

along with the Schapery fit of the data. As before, note that the

Schapery fit under-predicts the recovery strain as time increases.

This brings us to the point where the most critical question of

the current study may be asked. Can the creep and creep recovery

response of FM-300 be accurately predicted for any arbitrary tempera-

ture under the application of any arbitrary stress? Two arbitrary creep

and creep recovery tests were performed in order to answer this

question.

The first test was performed at a temperature of 145°F (62.8°C)

with an applied stress of 2260 psi (15.58 MPa). The n-value cor-

responding to this temperature was predicted from Figure 19 as 0.126.

The instantaneous strain, Eo, was determined by using linear interpola-

tion with respect to temperature between Figure 24 and Figure 25,

resulting in a value of 5412. Similar linear interpolations with

respect to temperature, between the appropriate figures, yielded the

remaining necessary parameters. The creep coefficient, C', was found

to be 1118, while the values for the horizontal and vertical shifts,

a and A_i/g I were determined to be equal to 0.48 and 1414a '
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Figure 58. Experimental creep data (symbols) and the corresponding
Schapery fit of the data (solid lines) for several stress
levels at T = 26°C (79°F).
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Figure 59. Experimental creep recovery data (symbols) and the
corresponding Schapery fit of the data (solid lines)
for several stress levels at T = 26°C (79°F).
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respectively. The creep and creep recovery response was predicted

using equations (34) and (31), respectively. Figure 60 shows a

comparison between the predictedcreep strain via equation (34) and the

actual creep strain data, while Figure 61 gives a comparisonbetween

the predicted recovery strain via equation (31) and the actual

recovery strain data. The experimentalcreep and creep recovery data

is given in Table 2.

The second arbitrarytest was performedat a temperatureof

173.7°F (78.7°C)with an applied stress of 1808 psi (12.47MPa). The

five necessary parameterswere evaluated by the same procedure as was

used in the first test. The n-value, the instantaneousstrain, _o'

and the creep coefficient,C', were evaluatedas, 0.165, 4711, and 776,

respectively. The values for the horizontal and vertical shifts, a

and a_i/gl, were evaluatedas, 0.60 and I166, respectively. As before,

the creep and creep recovery responsewas predicted using equations

(34) and (31). Figure 62 gives a comparison between the predicted creep

strain and the actual creep strain,while Figure 63 shows the compari-

son between the predicted recovery strain and the actual recovery

strain. The experimentalcreep and creep recovery data is given in

Table 3.

Inspectionof Figures 60-63 reveals that the predictedcreep and

creep recovery responsewas quite close to the actual creep and creep

recovery response for both of the arbitrarytests performed. The re-

sults of these two experimentsare quite encouraging,for they indicate

that the predictionof the creep and creep recovery response of FM-300

under an arbitrarytemperatureand stress situationis indeed possible.
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Figure 60. Comparison between the predicted creep strain (solid
line) and the actual creep strain (symbols) for
FM-300, o = 2260 psi (15.58 MPa) and T = 145°F
(62.8°C).
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strain (symbols) for FM-300, _ = 2260 psi (15.58 MPa)
and T = 145°F (62.8°C).
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Table 2. Experimentalcreep and Creep Recovery Data for FM-300 at _ =
2260 psi (15.58 MPa) and T = 145°F (62.8°C).

Time (min) Creep Strain (_in/in) Time (min) Recover_ Strain (_in/in)

,25 6257 ,25 646
.50 6331 .50 584
°75 6382 °75 542
1,0 6417 Io0 513
1,25 6444 1,25 489
1.5 6470 1,5 473
1.75 6490 1.75 458
2,0 6504 2,0 444
2.25 6521 2,25 431
2,5 6536 2.5 421
2,75 6548 2.75 411
3.0 6562 3,0 400
3,5 6582 3.5 385
4,0 6604 4,0 370
4,5 6621 4,5 358
5,0 6634 5.0 349
6°0 6664 6.0 327
7°0 6689 7,0 318
8°0 6712 8,0 305
9,0 6725 9,0 291
I0.0 6746 I0,0 278
12,0 6772 12,0 262
15,0 6816 15,0 246
17,0 6831 17,0 231
20,0 6865 20,0 222
25.0 6904 25,0 199
30.0 6943 30.0 182

40,0 167
50,0 149
60,0 136
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Figure 62. Comparison between the predicted creep strain (solid
line) and the actual creep strain (symbols) for
FM-300, o = 1808 psi (12.47 MPa) and T = 173.7°F
(78.7°C).
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Figure 63. Comparison between thepredicted creep recovery strain
(solid line) and the actual creep recovery strain
(symbols) for FM-300, _ = 1808 psi (12.47 MPa) and
T = 173.7°F (78.7°C).
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Table 3, ExperimentalCreep and Creep Recovery Data for FM-300 at _ :
1801 psi (12.47MPa) and T = 173.7°F (78.7°C).

Time (min) Creep Strain (_/in/in) Time (min) Recover_ Strain (_in/in)

.25 5236 ,25 661

.50 5308 ,50 594

.75 5354 .75 554
1.0 5384 1.0 523
1.25 5415 1,25 500
1.5 5440 1.5 475
1.75 5458 1.75 456
2.0 5473 2,0 445
2.25 5488 2.25 433
2.5 5500 2.5 420
2.75 5514 2.75 413
3.0 5526 3.0 401
3.5 5545 3.5 385
4.0 5568 4.0 372
4.5 5585 4.5 360
5.0 5599 5.0 350
6.0 5627 6.0 331
7.0 5655 7.0 312
8.0 5672 8.0 302
9.0 5696 9.0 287
10.0 5709 10,0 279
12.0 5742 12.0 258
15.0 5787 15,0 242
17.0 5810 17.0 229
20.0 5839 20.0 212
25,0 5880 25,0 195
30.0 5910 30,0 181

40.0 162
50,0 141
60,0 130
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Material Parameter Surfaces

In the preceding section, the desired material parameters were

determined by linear interpolation with respect to temperature between

the appropriate figures. Determination of the material parameters in

this manner implies the existence of a material "parameter surface" for

each of the four necessary stress dependent material parameters, O'

C', ao, and A_i/g I. The existence of the material "parameter surface"

was discussed recently by Hiel [61], while a similar concept, the lamina

property surface was discussed previously by Brinson and Dillard [42].

The "parameter surface" is a three dimensional illustration show-

ing the variation of a given material parameter as a function of both

stress level and temperature. The "surface" for the instantaneous

strain, Eo, is shown in Figure 64. Similarly, surfaces could also be

drawn for the three remaining parameters, C', a_, and A_i/g I.

Possession of an accurate description of these "parameter surfaces"

would make the prediction of the creep and creep recovery response of

FM-300 under arbitrary conditions almost trivial.

Prediction of Lonq Term Creep Response Based on Short Term Testing

It is well documented [61,63,66] that the n-value derived via a

three parameter fit of linear creep data increases as the length of the

creep data increases, before reaching an asymptotic value at approxi-

mately 103 minutes. Although it was known in advance that predictions

based on the parameters which were derived from only 30 minutes of

creep data would under-predict the long term creep strain, it was of

interest to verify this fact. Two long term (104 minutes) creep tests
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were performed in order to obtain the bounds on the accuracy of the

long term predictions.

The first long term test was performed at room temperature under

an applied stress of 452 psi (3.12 MPa). The 30 minute creep

parameters (€o = 610, C' = 287, n = 0.056) were substituted into equa-

tion (34) and the creep response through 104 minutes was calculated.

The comparison between the predicted creep response and the actual

creep response is shown in Figure 65. The actual long term experi-

mental creep data is given in Table 4. Note that the actual creep

strain exceeded the predicted creep strain by only 3.0% at 10,200

minutes.

The second long term test was performed at a temperature of 212°F

(IO0°C) under an applied stress of 1356 psi (9.35 MPa). As before, the

30 minute creep parameters (co = 4012, C' = 767, n = 0.187) were

substituted into equation (34) and the creep response through 104

minutes was calculated. The comparison between the predicted and the

actual creep response is shown in Figure 66. Table 5 gives the actual

long term experimental creep data. In this case, the actual creep

strain exceeded the predicted creep strain by a substantial 14.5% at

10,246 minutes.

A pair of interesting observations can be made based on the two

long term creep tests performed. First the predicted long term creep

strains were always lower than the actual creep strains. Second, the

error in predicting the long term creep strain increases as the

temperature increases.
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Figure 65. Comparison between the predicted long term creep strain (solid line) and
the actual long term creep strain (symbols) for FM-300, _ = 452 psi
(3.12 MPa) and T = 79.5°F (26.4°C).
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Table 4. Long Term (104 min) ExperimentalCreep Data for FM-300 at
= 452 psi (3.12 MPa) and T = 79.5°F (26.4°C).

Time (min) Creep Strain (_in/in)

.25 904
1,0 923
2.0 932
3,0 938
4,0 942
5.0 945
7.0 950
10.0 956
15.0 961
20,0 965
25.0 968
30.0 971
40.0 975
50.0 979
60.0 981
80.0 986
100,0 989
150.0 995
200,0 1002
300.0 1009
400.0 1016
500.0 1020
600,0 1024
700.0 1028
800.0 1031
904.0 1034
1021.0 1039
1426.0 1047
1800.0 1055
2180,0 1061
2250.0 1062
3140.0 1075
3576,0 1078
4535.0 1087
5067.0 1091
5885.0 1097
6150.0 1098
7272.0 1104
7957.0 1111
9780,0 1117
9185.0 1120
9553.0 1122
10200.0 1125
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Figure 66. Comparisonbetween the predictedlong term creep strain (solid line) and the
actual long term creep strain (symbols) for FM-300, o = 1356 psi (9.35 MPa)
and T = 212°F (IO0°C).
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Table 5. Long Term (104 min) ExperimentalCreep Data for FM-300 at
= 1356 psi (9.35 MPa) and T = 212°F (I00°C).

Time (minI Creep Strain (_in/in_

.25 4544
1.0 4736
2.0 4853
3,0 4925
4,0 4981
5,0 5023
7.0 5098
10.0 5182
15.0 5271
20.0 5343
25.0 5402
30.0 5448
40,0 5531
50.0 5597
60.0 5659
80.0 5744
100.0 5819
150.0 5980
185,0 6065
211.0 6118
255,0 6202
311.0 6305
363.0 6380
460,0 6504
509.0 6560
706,0 6766
810.0 6850
876.0 6916
940.0 6968
1545.0 7366
1708,0 7445
1805.0 7500
2000,0 7590
2930.0 7978
3332.0 8120
3600.0 8210
4516.0 8480
4865.0 8577
6141.0 8907
7535.0 9212
7947.0 9300
8768.0 9462
8915,0 9496
10190.0 9722
10246.0 9734
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SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS

The present investigation has been concerned with the nonlinear

viscoelastic characterization of two commonly used structural

adhesives, FM-73 and FM-300, in bulk form. The goal of the current

research was to develop a procedure by which the creep and creep

recovery response under arbitrary conditions of temperature and stress

could be predicted with reasonable accuracy.

A computerized Schapery procedure was employed to characterize

FM-73 at room temperature. Several factors were cited which may have

been responsible for the inability to characterize this material at

elevated temperature.

The characterization of FM-300 via the computerized Schapery

procedure utilized for FM-73, was found to yield inconsistent results

for the linear parameters, n and C. Therefore, a "modified" computer

procedure consisting of elements of both the Schapery and Findley

methods was utilized. The characterization of FM-300 via this "modi-

fied" approach was successfully performed for six temperature levels,

ranging from room temperature to IO0°C (212°F).

It was subsequently shown that the creep and creep recovery

response of FM-300 under arbitrary conditions of temperature and stress

could be predicted with reasonable accuracy based on the material

parameters evaluated at each of the six experimental temperature levels.

III
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Material parameters evaluated from 30 minutes of creep data were

then used to predict creep response over 104 minutes. It was shown

that the predicted strain was always lower than the actual strain, and

that this deviation between the predicted strain and the actual strain

increased as the temperature increased. This under-prediction of long

term creep strain indicates that the value of the power law exponent,

n, was too low. With the method used to determine n from creep data

approximately 103 minutes of linear data are required to determine its

value accurately. It might be noted that Peretz and Weitsman using a

similar method have indicated that only fifteen minutes of creep data

is required. At this time it is not possible to reconcile this

apparent contradiction. However, regardless of the method of evalua-

tion or the duration of the test, it is essential that the n-value be

known accurately if long term creep response is to be predicted

accurately.

Although the results of the current research are encouraging, a

word of caution is in order at this point. The FM-300 analyzed in the

current work was prepared according to the cure cycle given in Chapter

4. It has been shown [67] that the cure cycle as well as many other

factors can have a significant effect on the bulk tensile properties

of a structural adhesive. Therefore, results by others on FM-73 or

FM-300 processed differently and tested under different conditions

might be at variance with those of this study. However, it is

appropriate to note that the isochronous stress-strain curves for

t : 1 min. obtained for FM-73 and shown in Fig. 4 compare favorably
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with the results obtained by Romankoand Knauss [68] and Peretz and

Weitsman [33] as was shown by Botha, et al. [69].
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